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Discover and Launch Your “Great Work” 
into the World in 9 Months!
Are you feeling excited and maybe even a bit anxious to discover your purpose and launch your 

“Great Work” into the world?  

Maybe you have a big idea, book, online course, program, workshop, speaker series, project, 

or business idea percolating or in the early stages of development, but just don’t know how to 

bring it to life with the horsepower it needs to ignite your impact, influence and success.

Our Transformational Leadership Program was designed to be your incubator, runway and 

launch pad.

It’s designed for you if you know or sense you have something to offer but you’re not yet sure 

how to bring it forward...

Or if you’re clear about what you have to offer but you haven’t yet successfully launched your 

work into the world…

Or if you’re wanting to make a quantum leap to expand your reach, revenue and impact.

You might be thinking that what holds you back is a lack of confidence, self-belief, or 

motivation…

Yet what I’ve discovered over the years is that the reason smart, conscious, gifted women most 

frequently get stuck is this: a lack of clarity.

A lack of clarity about…

• Who you’re here to serve

• The problems you’re here to solve

• How to develop the skills you need to succeed

• How to identify and release the inner barriers holding you back

• How to create a platform that will enable you to do the work you’re here to offer the world

• AND how to create a support structure to launch your work in the world.
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I created our 9-Month Transformational Leadership program to address all of these areas and 

create a comprehensive program that will support you to discover your “GREAT WORK.”

You’ll also gain access to the optimal support structure and training to vision, create and launch 

a platform from which to make your greatest contribution.

Imagine just 9 months from now what it will feel like to…

• Finally have the clarity and confidence to step forth into your largest life… 

• Be crystal clear about what you’re here to offer and who you’re here to serve…

• Have launched your dream platform such as writing a book, creating a project, launching 

a podcast, creating a signature coaching program, speaking or workshops, and more, that 

position you as the go-to person in the world to offer your “Great Work…

• Have developed powerful messaging skills that “presence” your ideas in ways that move 

hearts and minds, and that magnetizes your destiny audience…

• Have rich “Power Partnerships” with others with high-level collaborative skills, including 

giving and receiving valuable feedback, negotiation, conflict resolution, and more.

I believe that when women rise and express our values, vision and voice, humanity will be lifted 

up and our highest collective destiny will be realized.

Your gifts and talents are needed during this time of rapid change and reinvention, and I want 

to make sure you get the skills training and support you need to become who you were meant 

to be in this life!

To find out more about the curriculum, tuition, timing, and payment-plan options, I encourage 

you to take that first step toward realizing your dreams today and schedule an appointment 

with an enrollment specialist.

To your greatness,  

Claire
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The Transformational Leadership Program is a 9-month training that will support you to 
discover or clarify your purpose, create your leadership vision, and gain high-level support 
and training to launch your work in the world. 

√ You’ll become a professional “evolutionary” change-maker and use your gifts to ignite 

your higher human potential and literally shape the future of the world with your ideas, 

creativity, empathy and care.

√ You’ll learn how to source the authentic confidence and courage you need to step into 
visibility and your leadership destiny.

√ You’ll discover your own “GREAT WORK” and fulfill your higher purpose.  

√ You’ll learn the step-by-step winning blueprint to launch your work into the world and 

create a platform where you can become a recognized expert and authority in your 
field.

√ You’ll learn how to create a valuable offer and craft messaging that ignites the hearts 
and minds of your destiny audience, so you can enroll clients with confidence and 
pride.

√ You’ll gain the tools, training and support structure you’ll need to make a huge leap forward 

and launch your work in just 9 months. 

√ You’ll become a Master Creator sourcing from your Feminine Power, having released 

inner blocks to being visible, successful and supported.

√ You’ll develop the impact frameworks and success mindsets that will enable you to 

create things of high quality, value and impact for the rest of your career…

√ You’ll cultivate a rich network of support and resources from which to succeed…

KEY PROGRAM TAKE-AWAYS
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The Feminine Power  Transformational Leadership Program is uniquely designed for your 
success

The Feminine Power Transformational Leadership program is designed to be a potent incubator for 

your creative potentials, with an intention to catalyze your unique leadership destiny calling and 

contribution through your participation. 

The Program experience creates a high-impact learning community container and network grounded 

in a radical “growth mindset” that will support you to develop the Transformational Leadership skills 

and strategies of impact, influence and success that support self-actualizing women to rise into their 

greatness.

You will learn how to become the type of feminine leader whose presence and skills can create 

the conditions to call forth and ignite the higher potentials of individuals, groups, organizations, 

communities, cultures and, ultimately, our world. 

You’ll also develop the core skills you need to create and launch a platform from which you can share 

your gifts for the rest of your life. 

How you can successfully launch a Transformational Experience platform and/or start a 
successful business, even if you don’t know where to start

In the Transformational Leadership Program, we provide you with the  structure to… 

• Develop the clarity you need to become an expert in transformational change.

• Discover your “Great Work.”

• Develop messaging and ways to communicate that resonate and ignite the hearts and 

minds of your audiences.

• Create a Leadership Destiny Project you may launch into the world. 

• Develop a platform that positions you to be a recognized expert in your field.

• Gain the business skills to create a livelihood that supports you to be “all in” with the work 

you’re here to do.

WHY THE FEMININE POWER TRANSFORMATIONAL  

LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATION?
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Bringing Your “Great Work” to Life Through Your Leadership Destiny Project

During the program, you’ll have the opportunity to take on a Leadership project that will launch your 

“Great Work” into the world. You will have time during the program to plan, create and complete your 

project. 

This project will support you to develop your leadership skills. You will have mentors, peers, and a site 

of action where you’re applying the skills and working with people.  You will be developing collaborative 

skills by being in your Launch Pod (see more on Launch Pods in the following section.)

It’s a skills-based program, so you will be learning concepts and big ideas. However, ultimately we’re 

going to be focusing on creating the conditions for you to develop and apply these skills, so that you 

leave the program having catalyzed the contribution you’re here to make. 

Launching Your “Great Work” into the World Through Your Destiny “Launch Pod” 
Mastermind Group

During the program, you will have the opportunity to join a “LAUNCH POD” Mastermind group. 

This carefully assigned group will consist of 6 - 9 participants, all of whom will make a commitment to 

meeting a minimum of 3 times a month for 9 months. 

Your Launch Pod will be a container for you to develop your plans to launch and expand your business, 

work in the world, share your progress, create accountability, and ask for thought-partnership from one 

another. 

The purpose of the Launch Pod is to… 

• Provide accountability, feedback, support, and inspiration, so you can apply your learnings 

to a concrete site of action, such as launching a business, a project, or your work into the 

world. 

• Amplify your creative power.

• Create a safe place where we can develop and cultivate relationships, as well as 

collaborative leadership skills.

• Have fun and stay energized and motivated through the process of completing your 

certification and launching your business.
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• Published Author

• Professional Speaker (TEDx talk, speaking engagements, and more) 

• Sought-after Coach (Signature Coach program, VIP days, group coaching, and more)

• Successful Workshop Leader (courses, programs, retreats, and more)

• Online Content Creator/Influencer (videos, podcasts, social media, and more)

• Influential Thought Leader (creator of ideas and frameworks that influence a field or 

industry)

• Change-maker within an organization (eg. in a leadership role transforming the health 

care system, field of law, education, etc.) 

• Creative or social entrepreneur

• NGO, non-profit leader, and/or program creator

Is the Feminine Power Transformational 
Leadership Program for you?
Yes! This is for you if are or aspiring to become a...

And, if you are in any of these phases of your journey...

• DISCOVERY: You know you have gifts and talents but you’re not yet sure what you’re 

meant to be doing with them (and want to find out!). 

• PATH TO MASTERY: You know what you’re here to contribute and you’ve been 

struggling to launch your work into the world and make a living from it.

• QUANTUM LEAP: You’ve already launched your work with success, and you’re ready to 

make a quantum leap in your impact and influence.
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50 Hours of Video Training

Launch POD Mastermind Group

30+ Leadership Toolkit

Feminine Superpowers Training
LIVE Foundations Workshops 

to Accelerate Core Skill 

Development 

Feminine Power Mastery

Business Essentials Training

Dedicated Support Team 

Program Experience

Collaborative Learning Skills

Leadership Destiny Project

Peer Learning and Feedback

LIVE Coaching Clinics 
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The Feminine Power Transformational Leadership Program will provide you with 30+ different 

tools, templates and frameworks you can use for the rest of your career, including:

Envisioning Your Leadership Project

Creating a Well-formed Project Outcome Template

Creating Project Steps and Milestones

Identifying Resources for Your Leadership Project

Transformational Leadership Power Practices 

Zone of Greatness Template 

Identifying Your Leadership Essence Qualities

Impact Assessment Blueprint

Creative Skills for Writing Winning Copy

Template for Finding Your Message

Writing Your Origin Story

Writing a Short Presentation

Communicate to Move, Inspire and Touch

Template for Enrolling Other in Your Vision

Positioning Yourself, Audience and Value Template

Cultivating Collaborative Skills

Motivation and Inspiration

Establishing Agreements Agreements 

Giving and Receiving Feedback

Negotiation Script 

Conflict Resolution Script 

Creative Problem Solving Template

Step-by-Step Context Setting Guide

Managing Change

Igniting Courage and Unstoppability

Transformational Leadership Toolkit
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After you complete the Feminine Power Leadership Certification Program, you will have the 

opportunity to become a Feminine Power Certified Leader. The certification process has been designed 

to support you to integrate your learning, build your competence, and fine-tune the expertise that will 

empower your success. 

Through this process, you’ll have an opportunity to deepen and consolidate your skills, which will 

enable you to become a more conscious and confident leader.

Certificate of Program Completion
If you would like to  participate in the program for your own personal and professional development, 

and you’re not interested in becoming a Feminine Power Certified Leader, then once you have 

completed and submitted the program requirements for completion, you will have the option to receive 

a certificate of completion.

Certification: Becoming a Feminine Power 
Certified Leader
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There are few women alive today who have done more to empower conscious 

women to actualize their potential and realize their destiny than Dr. Claire 

Zammit. In her two decades as a transformational teacher and leader, Claire has 

shared her life-changing Feminine Power principles and practices with millions 

of women around the globe.

Her groundbreaking doctoral research on the underlying obstacles blocking 

intelligent, conscious, women from stepping into their greatness has been 

praised as a seminal contribution to the advancement of women in this century.

Over 40,000 women from more than 100 countries have graduated from her innovative online 

Feminine Power Academy, and her Feminine Power Professional Certification Programs have trained 

hundreds more to create fulfilling, impactful and successful careers as transformational coaches, 

facilitators and leaders in their fields. She is fast becoming known as the “mentor of mentors” for 

gifted, conscious women.

In addition to building the Feminine Power global community, Claire is also a wildly successful 

conscious entrepreneur. In 2010, she co-founded Evolving Wisdom, LLC, which under her leadership 

rapidly grew to become one of the world’s most successful online transformational learning 

enterprises. In 2013, Evolving Wisdom was ranked #83 on the Inc. 500 list of America’s fastest-

growing private companies, and since its inception, it has generated over $50 million in revenue and 

reached millions of people from more than 180 countries.

A dedicated philanthropist, Claire’s personal contributions and fundraising efforts have been hailed 

as a major catalyst for the growth of the Girl Power Project which is on track to bring self-esteem and 

leadership training to over one million low-income girls in Uganda by 2020.

Claire is an active member of Jack Canfield’s Transformational Leadership Council, was the recipient 

of its Achievement Award, and was also a participant in Deepak Chopra’s Evolutionary Leaders 

Forum, and the recipient of the Just Like My Child Foundation Women’s Leadership Award.

She holds a Ph.D. in Transformational Learning & Change from the California Institute of Integral 

Studies and lives in Berkeley, California with her husband of eleven years, spiritual teacher

Craig Hamilton.

About the Founder and Lead Trainer,
Dr. Claire Zammit
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Feminine Power Academy Graduate 
Success Stories

Adria 
Adria transformed into a coach, facilitator and leader who creates tremendous value for 

businesses.

Adria is a partner in a company with for-profit and nonprofit divisions, using her Feminine Power 

Coaching and Facilitation training to empower nonprofit organizational leaders who want to expand 

their business and grow their teams.

She now helps organizations grow from $10,000 in revenue to become $500k companies.

Adria is also transforming racism in the world, and she won an Outstanding Achievement Award from 

Feminine Power for all her contributions over the past 10 years. 

Debbie 
Debbie launched a successful new business aligned with her values.

Before participating in the Feminine Power Professional Professional Programs, Debbie was an HR 

director for 30 years, and felt disconnected from her feelings, her desires and her calling. 

During the Leadership Program, Debbie leveraged the structure and support to vision her ideal 

vocation and embraced her knowing to leave her corporate job. 

Now Debbie has her own successful business coaching clients and leading workshops, 

which is deeply aligned with her values. 

Most recently, Debbie contributed a chapter in a book offering hope and inspiration to 

women, which became an international bestseller, and is now working on book three in 

the series!
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Natalie 
Natalie is a Coaching, Facilitation and Leadership Graduate who has already launched 

three successful businesses.

During her Leadership Training, Natalie discovered her Great Work, developed the concept for a new 

magazine called Heart and Soil and successfully launched it into the world.

She didn’t stop there, as she launched a Neuro Brain Health Company, and relaunched her book 

Health in a Hurry. 

She also continues to expand her reach and community following through her popular TEDx talk and 

podcast interviews.

Julia
Through the Leadership Program, Julia transformed her deep concern for the planet into a 
thriving career dedicated to fighting Climate Change.

As a result of getting clear on her destiny contribution in the Leadership Program, Julia started 

offering her coaching services to a new nonprofit, Foundation for Climate Restoration. She quickly 

became Chief of Staff and began bringing entrepreneurs and academics together to build sustainable 

collaborations to facilitate new technology ideas to take plastic out of the ocean, build sustainable 

roads, repair roads all over the planet and restore the Earth’s Climate to pre-industrial levels.

Julia, who is a young woman in her 70s, has co-facilitated a conference in conjunction with 
the Vatican and was a prominent leader at the first Climate Restoration Day at the UN in 
2019.

What’s the impact and positive change you’ll  
create by learning the Transformational Leadership skillset?


